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CONFERENCE
Providence, R I., June 29. The
American Institute of Instruction, the
oldest organization of teachers in the
Lnited States, met in atnnual convention in this city today and will
continue in session until the end of
the week. The attendance includes
many of the .best known educators
o.' New England and several from
other sections of the country. Gov- JURY THIS AFTERNOON RETURNFOUR
MEN
PULL OFF DARING ernor Pothier
and Payson Smith,
ED VERDICT IN SENSATIONROBBERY NEAR WEST
Commissioner of Education of Maine
AL DENVER CASE
and president of the Institute, spoke
FORK, ORE.
oa the subject, "Public Responsibility
for the Public Schools."
The ses- DEUBERATEDJIANY HOURS
WERE AFTER RICH TREASURE sions
of the conference beginning tomorrow morning will be devoted to DEFENDANT HAD CONFIDENTLY
A SHIPMENT OF $400,000 IN GOLD the discussion of a wide
range of
EXPECTED TO BE ACQUITTED
DUST PROMPTED THE
tcplcs relating to secondary, elemenOF THE CHARGE
tary and rural school work.
DEED
EDUCATORS

IN

BANDITS HOLD UP

IIENWUOD GUILTY

WRONG TRAIN

SECOND DEGREE

LOOTSMALL

MURDER

-i- pi

S

least until
jjig JUUgv

o'clock, when the presld-v
nvuiu 4bui u

AN ENJOYABLE

SOCIAL

At an enjoyable meeting of the
of the First Presbyterian
church which was hed last evening
in the church building on Douglas
e venue, th6 following ruling elders,
wer elected: Jefferson Raynolds to
succeed himself for the term of
three years; George Fitzsimmons, to
fill out the unexpired term of the
late Dr. Charles H. Bradley; Dean
Frank Carroon, to serve a term of
three years. Preceding the election
an excellent program was given. Miss
Mary Coors and E. E. Wentworth
Layton played a piano duet and a
piano solo was played by Theodore
Skinner. Dainty and cooling refreshments were served. The ladies of the
A
large
church were hostesses.
number of the members of the congregation were present.

TRIAL FOR MURDER
COURT DEFERSPUNISHMENT
29. Tha
Alexandria, Va., June
case of Louis Vondermiller, indicted PENALTY UNDER COLORADO STA
NERVY MESSENGER FOILED
AT for the murder of his brother-in-law- ,
.. TUTE IS FROM 10 YEARS TO
John Reeves, was called for trial in
CHIEF JUSTICE PROSTRATED.
TEMPT TO ROB THE EXLIFE SENTENCE
29. Judge
John
the Alexandria county court today.
June
Denver,
PRESS CAR
chief
The killing of Rteves occurred on the
justice of the
Campbell,
court of Colorado, was over
morning of June 5 and is alleged to 4-- Denver, June 29. This after- Ore., June 29. Apparent have resulted fro'd a
come
heat while attending a con
quarrel between
noon the jury in the case of 4- ferencebyot
jy mistaking tne first section o' the two men the
judges in chambers here
preceding day. On
Frank Harold Henwood, charged
northbound passenger train No. 1C
todav and was removed to St. Luke's
the morning of the tragedy Voider-milleon the Southern Pacific railroad f jv
with the murder of George E.
hospital in an uneonsicous condition.
having obtained possession of
a southbound train said to be carry
millionaire
Copeland,
Victor, f At the hospital it was stated that the
a shotgun to take the place of a pist- Colo.,
ing a shipment of $400,000 in gold
mining man, who was shot
iurist had rallied somewhat, but his
dust from San Francisco, four bandits tol, whichhad hung fire, .went down
in the barroom of the Brown
is regarded as serious. Jus
condition
to
the railroad station at Syphax and
held up the northbound train last
Palace hotel by Henwood, when f tice Campbell's home is in Colorado
night at 9:10 o'clock near West Fork, emptied a load of buckshot, with fa- the latter shot and killed Rvl- Springs. Ho has served on the bench
an Isolated station in Coal Creek tM effect, into Reeves' head.
4 vester Louis Von Phul, returned
for eighteen years.
- a
canyon.
verdict, finding Henwood gull- The robbers rifled the mail car,
FALLS 500 FEET; LIVES
ty of second degree murder, the
blowing open the safe, and made MOTHER 1)F FRANK
the penalty for which Is 10 years 4Chicago, June 29. John J. Joyce,
away with the registered mail. The
to life imprisonment. Sentence
aii aviator, fell 500 feet in a biplane
tried to secure entrance to the e
4- was deferred
at
Hawthorne park late yesterday and
by Judge Whitford,
press car, but were foiled by MessenCLARK DIES HERE f pending the disposal
with only slight injuries. The
of
a
escaped
motion
f
eer Robb. who refused to open the
a
new trial, which will be f biplane was literally ground to pieces
for
door despite threats that they would
but Joyce escaped with only a sprain
decided in ten days. Henwood
dynamite the car if he resisted. The MRS. GEORGIANA E. CLARK PASS
ed
almost
ankle, a scratched face and pos
when
he
heard
collapsed
robbers, after fruitlessly prying with
ED AWAY YESTERDAY
minor fracture of one of the small
the"
sible
as
he
had confidently
verdict,
a orowar at the side door of the car,
AFTERNOON, i
on the leg.
benes
to
be
expected
Copeacquitted.
finally desisted and decamped with
the loot they had secured from the 'Death yesterday afternoon called f land was the victim of a bullet In- - 4-tended for Von Phul, he being
mail car. The amount of booty se- to her eternal rest Mrs. Georgia
'
an Innocent bystander.
cured by the robbers Is believed to E. Clark, mother of Frank Clark, the
PICNIC EXCURSION
be small.
well known cattleman. The final sum
The bandits boarded the train at mon camo at' the Becker sanitarium
UP GANYSN ON 4T!!
West Fork white the engine waste
,. West r.g Ver. whera shfi .fl(5
rienwood Expected AcquiVtal
ing water. Soon after It got under ,beea undergolng treatment for a Bert- Denver, June 29. Up to 11:30 this NORMAL SUMMER SCHOOL STU
way tney crawiea over tne tenaer in- - oug aUment tTOm which she- bad been
to the cab and directed the engineer a sufferer for about a year.
morning no indication had come from
DENTS TO LET ALL WHO
to stop the train. This done, one of Mrs. Clark was one of the pioneer the room in which the Wy that heard
WISH ENJOY TRIP
the men kept the engineer and fire- women of the West, locating at Fort the case .against Frank Harold Henof
cover
his
man under
revolvers, Wallace, Kan., in the
early seventies, wood, charged with the murder of
The picnic excursion to the Hot
while the other went back and un- at the time the old Kansas and Pa George E. Copeland, had reached a
canyon, which the Normal
Springs
exand
the
mail, baggage
coupled
cific railroad was built across the verdict. Bailiff8 of' the court came summer school students
planned for
press cars. Then the engineer was plains. At the time of her death she down stairs to the court room
shortly
4, has developed into a town af
July
some
cars
dis
these
to
ordered
pull
after the jury returned from breakwas in her 63d year.
fair and gives evidence of being one
tance ud the track, where he was
The deceased came here about ten fast, Indicating that their presence
of the jolliest and most representa
to
ordered
stop.
again
weeks ago from Somersvllle, Mass., vould not be needed for some time.
tive gatherings that has been held in
The robbers went back to the mail to make her home with her son, re
Before retiring last night, the
Jury or around Las Vegas in several years.
car and lining the mall clerks up, siding at the Clark home, 1217 Sixth
elected Thomas Baxter, foreman.
The ,Las Vegas patrol of the Boy
took the registered mail pouches ana street She was a womaa of lovabie
Baxter is a solicitor for a local
. .i
e
a
i
The character and was
print- Scbuts of America will attend in a
cynamueq tne jnmi v
devoted
intensely
ing house, is married
and the father body. The Sunday school of the First
noise of the expiosipn warned Mes- - to her family.
. ..'.'"" -t
.,:
oi
ennaren.
nine
Robb of what was taking
Methodist church will be present,
Surviving are one daughter. Miss
After returning from breakfast this
Bible studehts, Intermeplace, and when the demand came Mary Clark of this cite, and three
teachers,
morning the jury ' Immediately pro- diates and primaries. The First Chrisfor him to open his door, he made no sons,
Clark of New York City, ceeded
Harry
to go over the instructions of tian
response. The robbers threatened to Alvan Clark of Boston and Frank
Sunday school is planning to do
the court.
.
blow hdm up with dynamite but this Clark of
the same and it Is likely that all the
Las Vegas.
For the first time in several
did not produce any response and the
will decide to Join
The funeral will take place Saturdays, Sunday school
the court room 0 was thrown
robbers tried to pry the door open
crowd.
'
to
the
at
open
held
services
day morning,
being
with a crowbar. After finding that 10 o'clock from the chapel of the Las the public this morning, but the morThe Normal people have announced
dethey were only wasting time they
Rev. bidly curious were conspicuous by that they will be glad if the public
Vegas Undertaking company.
cars
and
tbeir absence during the
the
engine
leaving
camped,
J. S. Moore, rector of St. Paul's Meearly hours. will feel that it is Invited. The fare
Peases
The case against Henwood. chare- - for the round
on the Coal Creek siding.
Mrs.
morial church will officiate,
trip, will be twenty-fiv- e
in g him with the
"have been organized to pursue the
murder of Sylvester cents for adults and fifteen cents for
Clark having been a communicant in
robbers who, however, have secured that faith. Burial will be in Masonio
Von Phul was set this
under five
morning for children.
Youngsters
5.
a longj start.
Jtuy
cemetery.
years will be taken free. ArrangeTo an Associated Press
representa ments have been made for a special
tive
this morning, Henwood In his cell train on the Hot Springs branch. This
TOBACCO
TRUST.
DISSOLVE
TO
at the city jail, expressed confidence wllK leave
Washington, June 29 The Supreme HEIRESS BRIDE OF
early in the morning and
in a verdict of acquittal, not
Court of the United States today
only, he return at sundown or a little later.
an order to the attorney general
ARMY LIEUTENANT said, because he was innocent, but
because of what he termed the "slim
directing him to instruct the lower
courts to carry out the supreme
testimony offered by the prosecution! STEAMSHIP LINESii
court's decision, providing for the MISS CATHERINE DAVIS BROWN Henwood repeatedly referred to the
dissolution of the American Tobacco
lcyalty of his friends, who he said
WEDDED TO CHESTER P.
BOW T0 STRIKERS
company. The thirty days allowed
had overlooked nothing in their kindBARNETT
for
to
ask
reheariug
'a
the ocmpany
ly treatment "df himself. .; He spent a
has expired.
29.
Catherine goou mgnt, he said, considering THEY AGREE TO RECOGNIZE SEAElkins, W. Va., June
MEN'S UNION AND DOCKERS'
Davis Brown, daughter of Comman the ordeal through' which he had
been.
ORGANIZATION
once
was
Only
Mrs.
Springer's
der R. M. G. Brown, U S. N., of SaWITHDRAW ALL
name
mentioned
and
then
con
in
only
former
moa, and granddaughter .of
Liverpool, June 29. The Cunard
United States . Senator Henry Gassa- - nection with what he hinted was
TROOPS BOM TEXAS wry Davis, was' married at noon today'1 "feeling of enmity on the part of, one Steamship company this afternoon
to Lieutenant Chester P. Barnett of of the employes of the
Springer agreed to recognize the Seamen's
r.- nch.
Henwood had reference to union, Including the dockers' organizaII. S. A., stationThird
the
Artillery,
AT
FINAL DECISION PROBABLE
The wedding the testimony of. Mrs. Carpenter, who tion. The strikers are returning to
ed at San Antonio, Tex.
I CABINET MEETING TOMOhall ot tcld of Henwood's actions with Mrs. work. The Canadian Pacific and the
held
was
in
the
ceremony
RROWTOO MUCH HEAT
Graceland, the residence of former bpnnger during his visit to the Allen line also yielded this morning.
The strike has had a serious effect
Senator Davis. The young couple win Springer ranch.
'
Rumors to the effect that the jury on the distribution of American and
Washington, June 29. President make their home at Saa Antonio.
slood seven for conviction and five Canadian foodstuffs. The quays are
Taft has under consideration the
for acquittal on the first ballot clreu littered with huge quantities of ba
withdrawal of the troops now forming
ated about the court room shortly be-- '' con, cheese, lard and butter, which the
the maneuver division in Texa3. A
NOTED EDUCATOR DEAD.
final decision will be reached at the
Kansas City, June 29. George B. ff re noon, but the bailiffs declared dock; hands prevented the car loaders
,
cabinet meeting tomorroy and the in Longan, assistant superintendent of that they had no knowledge that a from handling.
'
The trade In Manchester Is equally
dications are that tho withdrawals schools in this city and originator of ballot had been taken at all.
At noon the jury filed out of the disorganized. From forty to fifty
will begin immediately and be com- the Longan system of primary numpleted within a month. Improved con-v- bers, widely, used in teaching mathe- court house and walked a dozen ships, including many
restaurant for vessels are tied up, as are a number
ditions in Mexico and the unusual dis matics throughout the country, died blocks to a down-towcomforts due to heat suffered by the at his home here today, aged 63 lunch. The bailiffs announced that of fruit laden vessels and those havthere would be "nothing doing," at ing other perishable cargoes.
years.
oldiers, are the reasons assigned.
ON
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New York, June 29. What promises
to be the most sensational and
anti-truaction the" federal
government has ever undertaken is
expected to take definite form here
today, when a federal grand jury
which has been hearing evidence
against certain officials o( the United
States Steel corporation, its subsidiaries and many' independent steel
companies, makes Its report.' It is
known that the findings of the grand
jury promise to be a greater revelation than any of the published rumors
have Indicated.
Criminal indictments, charging conspiracy to control the prices of steel
and steel products the country over,
involving men high up in the financial
world, are said to be ready. The government's Investigations are said even
to have reached a prominent law firm
of this city which has for years been
commonly associated with many
trust contracts and pooling
agreements.
Some of tho evidence presented to
tht grand jury is said tsnow that
the steel business in the United States
has been divided by agreement into
about twenty pools.
These pools, it
is said, have been formed by agreements between the subsidiaries
of
the steel corporation and many of the
independent concerns.
The government's action is directed
more against the "trust within the
trust," than against the steel corporation alone, although the evidence laid
before the grand Jury is said to involve many of the officials of the
big

TO ENTERTAIN CHILDREN
London, June 29. Few of the- cor
-

onation festivities will be more inter
estlng than the King's party to 100,
000 London school ' children at the
Crystal Palace tomorrow. Their Majesties have given their personal at
tention to the arrangements for the
huge gathering, which promises to be
ithe largest party of children ever
assembled at one time and placa
The
of the various railway companies will enable the children to make the Journey to the Crys
tal Palace from any part of London
with no change of trains. The child
ren will assemble at fifty-sidifferent
stations, and altogether one hundred
special trains, each carrying; about
one thousand children, will be used.
A representative of the London Educational Authority and a skilled nurse
will travel, with every train.
The
Festival of Empire management will
turn the Crystal Palace and the
the grounds over to the King's guests
and the general public will be exclu
ded for the entire day.
Refresh
ments will be provided free of charge
to the children and the teachers who
accompany them, and all the attrac
tions of the great exhibition will be
open without cost The King and
Queen are expected (to attend the
fete during the afternoon.

IDE

ROOSEVELT

FORM

TARGET

ATTACK
H.

GEORGE

EARLE, OF PHI LA- -.
SEVERELY
SCORES .
DELPHIA,

WINKED

ATJUGARJRUST

x

LARGEST INFANT
JAMES

A. CODY, TWO YEARS AND
3 MONTHS OLD, WEIGHS
,
122 POUNDS

Mount Airy, Ga., June 29. In James
Adolph Cody, 2 years and 3 months
old, Mount Airy boasts the biggest
James Adolph
baby in the world.
weighs 122; pounds, and Is growing

every day. With the first Indication
of abnormal srowth his Barents con
sulted a physician and James Adolph
was put under his care. All eForts
to keep the baby on a diet suit-ablfor one of his age proved unsuccess
ful. His measurements are:
Height, 39 Inches, barefoot; neck, 14
inches; bust, 33 inches; waist 36 inch
es; around arm above elbow, 12 inch
es; wrist 8 inches; across hand above
thumb, 6
Inches; around first finger near hand, 2
Inches: around
thigh, 25 inches; above knee, 14 Inches; below knee 13 inches; ankle, 9
Inches; around foot, 8 Inches; length
of feet 6
Inches: across shoulders
15 inches.
He sleeps well and is perfectly
company.
healthy and very strong. His appe
While the bureau of corporations at tite Is more
like that of a grown perWashington has been making an In- son than a
.,.
baby,
"
"i
vestigation of tha steel corporation
for nearly three years, this proposed
BABIES THICK AS FLIES
criminal action is wholly apart from
New York, June 29. Babies have
that.
teen arriving with such frequency at
the Jewish maternity hospital here
that five physicians, six nurses and
the hospital superintendent have had
THREE FAST GAMES
to give up their rooms to accommodate
the newcomers. Since June 1, 165
u BOOKED NEXT WEEK babies have been born, including
twelve sets of twins. One set weighThe doctors
FANS WILL GET A CHANCE TO ed nine pounds each.
and nurses are sleeping under tents
SEE ALBUQUERQUE AND WAGon the roof of the hospital.
Three
ON MOUND PLAY LOCALS
hospital cats are also the mothers of
fourteen kittens.
It is up to all the fervent fans to
BORAH CONGRATULATED
pray loud for rain tonight Friday ani
Saturday. This is not altogether for
Washington, June 29. Senator Bor
tbe salavtion of the crops. It is rath ah of Idaho, who has come into the
er that Jup. Pluv's rain bucket may limelight as a possible running mate
be emptied in order that no drops for President Taft next year, receiv
may leak out on Sunday, Monday or ed the congratulations of his colleag
ues in the upper house today on the
Tuesday of next week.
Sunday and Monday, Dan Padllla's occasion of his forty-sixtbirthday
Albuquerque Grays wil be here for a anniversary.
series of two games.
They broke
even with the Maroons on their- last
appearance here and since returning SEBIOIIS TROUBLEfJS
heme they took a game from the fast
Dawson outfilt. The Grays should be
IMMINENT IN JUAREZ
in the pink of condition and may be
expected to put a rattling, jangling,
jitwisting contest on both afternoons NSURRECTO SYMPATHIZERS PRO
TEST AGAINST REMOVAL
ot their coming visit
OF OFFJCIALS
Tuesday, the Glorious Fourth, the
Wagon Mound Pirates, assisted by a
El Paso, Tex., June 29. Serious
Raton, battery and numerous players
from Raton, Dawson and Trinidad and trouble is threatened In Juarez as the
encouraged by the presence of J. result of the shake-u- p In the customs
Frank Curns, will tackle the Maroons department Two protests, one to Fran
Some of the cisco I. Madero, Jr., and another to
at Amusement park.
fand have the idea this game will be President de la Barra, against the rea farce. They are mistaken; Wagon moval of the men now In office, have
Insurrecto sympathizers
Mound will present on that day an been sent.
r
take up arms If, the re
will
say
The
they
management
aggregation.
has arranged to spend $200 in movals are made Saturday as ordered,
The feeling In Juarez is tense:
strengthening the team for one day.
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DESERTED HIS LIKING FOR "BIG
GAME," WHEN HE FAILED TO
PROSECUTE IT

WITNESS BEFOREtCOMMITTEE
WELL KNOWN CAPITALIST TELLS
HOUSE

INVESTIGATORS
FEW

A

THINGS

Washington, June 2d. An attack on
former President Roosevelt, on the
ground he had not prosecuted the so- called sugar trust, made before tbe
house sugar committee today by
George II. Earle, of Philadelpha,
aroused a vigorous defense of Mr.
Roosevelt by Representative Madison
of Kansas, who said the former presi
dent relied on Attorney General Bon
aparte for advice and there was no
evidence before the committee to
show he had acted
from improper
motives. Mr. Madison insisted upon
reading Mr. Bonaparte's decision in
the sugar case, upon which he declar
ed Mr. Roosevelt had to lean.
"You gentlemen will never prose
cute anybody If you try. to find ex
cuses for officers who neglect their
duty," said Mr. EarL
"I am not attempting to excuse Mr.
Bonaparte," said Mr. Madison. "Tho
president of the United States relied
on his law officer for advice
and
there is no evidence before this
that the president acted from
improper motives. , I don't agree, wjta
the oninion of the attompv pnorn1
I am one of those people of Kansas
who still believe in the Integrity of

com-raitte- e

Roosevelt"
"It is Just that you should," said
Mr. EarL "I still trust the peonla of
Kansas to trust whether It Is right for
the president not to act when he knew
that his ad interim attorney general.
Mr. Purdy, was anxious to proceed
and that there was valuable evidence
that might be lost. I offered to de
bate this matter with Mr. Roosevelt
in New York, but he did not
accept
my challenge and neglected an opnof,
fi.tr.

tiinity to overwhelm me. Do you thinfc
the people . of Kansas will say that
the president did his full duty la neHow are you
glecting that case?
ever to punish crime if you are constantly changing law officers and do
nothing in the interim.?"
'Do you have any doubt that Mr.
Roosevelt was a sincere opponent of
the immoral practices of great organl- aztions of capital " asked Representative Madison.
"I would rather not answer that
question," said Mr. Earl.

GOVERNOR

NAMESjll!

.

h

.

all-sta-

JOERNSj 'AUDITOR
THE LAS VEGAS

MAN

FOR IMPORTANT

SELECTED

TERRITO-

RIAL OFFICE

Santa Fe, N. M., fIune 29. John
Joerns, clerk of the Fourth Judicial
district, with headquarters at Las
Vegas, today was appointed by Gover
nor W. J. Mills, to be traveling auditor of the territory
succeeding
Charles V. Safford, resigned. Mr.
Joerns will enter upon his new; duties
July 1.
The appointment of Mr. Joerns.
which had been previously forecasted.
Is an excellent one and will add to
the efficiency of the Mills admlnistr
tlon. Is the Belief of the governor's
friends. The new appointee is especially fitted for the position, 'which Is
among the most important appointive
offices in the gift of the governor.
'

.-

Mrs. A: Prlmo and Miss
Mollle
Primo, of Los Alamos, were in th
city today on a visiting and shopping
:,
;
trip.

J

-

,
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Jot a de-ness the most uniaue
f
cade.
The Invitation committee of the en
campment has conducted its affairs
In a comprehensive manner and the
list of notables Invited is indicatve
of the great Interest being taken in
this city to make the reunion far
and away the most successful Okla
homa City will not invite the order
tj meet in this citr next rear, the
EL ctstom being to have the encampCITY MAKING
OKLAHOMA
ment take place in different parts ot
ABORATE PLANS FOR ENTER
the United States each year. For
VISITORS
TAINING 15,000
this reason, the Chamber of Commerce and the active business men ot
23.
Juue
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
this city are keen to make the 1911
From its neighbor on the weal, that reunion a
greater military event
vast expanse soon to take lu po than the reunion of Roosevelt's
sition In the galaxy of state. Okla- Rough Riders which was held In this
homa City expects a large delegation
city in 1900 and brought together the
to attend the national reunion of the members of that famous
regiment,
Spanish War veterans which will be said to be the most cosmopolitan of
held here August 21, 22 and 23.
any In the history of wars, ancient
Many of the members of the fam or modern.
ous Roosevelt regiment will be here
Again, these same men will come
and it Is expected that the gallant here
to meet their colonels and their
distincolonel will be one of the
comrades.
From the plains of Texas,
guished guests. It was from New from the sunny
slopes of California,
Mexico that, a large portion of his reg- from the
district of Wall
banking
Mexican
iment was recruited and New
from
and
states ot New
street,
the
soldiers campaigned with those from
England and from the west, men who
Oklahoma.
wore the kakhl uniforms will travel
From every state and territory, re- to
Oklahoma City to spend three days
quests for hotel accommodations are reviving the tales that made life
attendbeing received, Indicating an
around .the camp-fir- e
a
ance of' 15,000. These Inquiries from bond that will not break cementing
while life
such an extensive territory indicate shall last.
that the 1911 reunion will be the
Since the days of 1900 when the
greatest In the history of the organRiders met here, Oklahoma
Rough
ization and the people of Oklahoma
has
City
grown from a city of 10,000
at
the
City have become enthusiastic
to one- of 80,000, composed of people
the
great
of
entertaining
prospect
from every state. Those 80,000 are
body of young soldiery that made up united in
wishing for the opportunity
thirStates
of
United
the
the army
to entertain the gallant young men
teen years ago.
who-ar- e
veterans of the Spanish war
The tremendous growth of the orall of Oklahoma City proposes
and
and
the
last
der during
few, years,
to give them the best time that they
encampment
especially since the
have ever experienced at a reunion.
source
a
held at Denver last year, is
Ample funds have been subscribed
the
of
to
officers
the
of gratification
bv the liberal men of Oklahoma City,
national association who believe that
and
the attendance will surpass their ex- whichhospitality, that" element with
mere money cannot compete,
pectations, although they were firm- will be In
evidence it will be a hosly convinced at the Denver meeting
southern,
in 1910 that the organization would pitality
h
northern,'
eastern,
expand as the members came to a
western it will be the
full realization of just what Its obreal American hospitality, unequalled
jects meant.
In the world.
Being equipped with hotels equal
to that of most cities of a population
of 200,000, Oklahoma City is peculTEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH
Wills Point, Tex. In a letter from
iarly fitted to care for a large number of men assembled here for three Wills Point, Mrs. Victoria Stallinga
I was af meted with womanly
days of business and pleasure, and Bays:
the Joys that cannot be duplicated troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
by any organization on earth, for a suffered awful
pains. I certainly
military gathering composed of men would have died, if I had not been re
and lieved by taking Cardui. Now I am
who campaigned in peace-camp- s
Sanin
of
the
campaigns
participated
stronger, and In better health than
tjago, the Philippines and in the na- I ever was In my life. I can't say
val engagements, brings out the fra half enough for this great medicine."
ternal spirit for which there is no Do you need relief? Try Cardui for
substitute.
your womanly troubles. Its long recof
the
feature
ord of successful use Is your guaran
spectacular
Perhaps
the monster, reunion will be the an- tee. Thousands of ladies have been
nual session of the Military Order of helped to health and happiness by
the Serpent, which Is a side Issue Cardui. It will surely help you. Try
and contains members from every a bottle today.
state In the union and from the
island possessions.
NEW TELEPHONE LAW
An enormous serpent, 300 feet long
29. A State
Me.,' June
Augusta,
Is being constructed as the emblem
law compelling all telephone. jpttH
of the order,, and, will be shown in the
panles to consent to switchboard and
night parade. Brilliantly illuminated wire connections with
every other
with many thousand globes of great
company in Immediately
adjoining
electric-lightepower, this
reptile
went into effect in Maine
territory
will pass through
the principal
It is reported that the larger
streets of the business district, wind- today.
telephone
companies dolnng business
ing its way through the mass of peo- In the State will
bring a suit to test
to
wit
streets
the
ple gathered along
the constitutionality of the law.
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Here visitors are cordially welcomed and are shown the
result of over fifty years unswerving loyalty to the
highest ideals of Quality and Purity. Here they learn
the reasons why

"The Old Reliable"

FRIDAY, JUNE 30 IS THE LAST DAY
Only a few more days in which to avail yourself of the splendid money-savinopportunities presented by this sale Heavy price reductions in every
department. Unusual values at a time when you can get the most service
from your purchases.. The following Is but an example:
g

One Piece Dresses
King of all Bottled Beers
stands alone at the top of the world's best brews. Its mildness
and' exquisite taste remains always the same, because it is
brewed only from the cream of each year's Barley crop and
from the most costly Saazer Hops grown.
Bottled only (with

corkt or crown

Anheuser-Busc- h

St Louis,

Mo.

cap)

at toe

B. F. McGUIRE
Distributor

for.'.
$45.00 to 65.00 Dresses
.$30.00
29.50 to37.50 Dresses for... 19.50,
23.50 to 27.50 Dresses for.... 15.Q0
16.50 to 21.50 Dresses for.... 11.00

4.00
2 7S
2.00

for...
for...

6.25

1.50

4.50

4.00

Separate Skirts reduced from

one- -

6.50

11.00 to 12.50 Dresses
7.50 Dresses

Tailored Suits

Lingerie Waists

$JW0

t0 57.50 Waists for
,3.95
3.25
t0 5.00 Waist, for
1.95
t0 3.00 Waists for
to 2.25 Waists for
M5
1.00
to 1.75 Waists for
Black Taffeta Waists .... 2.00
"
"
"
... 3.50
- "
"
. . . . 4.00
v"

to

Z

'

""SS

..

.

11.50

YYaSll iHIllS
$473

$7 00 value for
6.00 and 6.50 values for
5.00 values for

at Irresistible

Stylish and Serviceable Men's Suits

'

IS

S5S

20.00 to 22.50 Suits for.

2.95 to $16.40
fourth to
7.00
HHHaMHMMMaaHaallaaaMBaaMiliMalMaMaaaHMaWMHMaMH
one-thir- d.

Brewery

liUll

-

.

The Home of the "K and the Eagle

(SU

3.75
3.25

Prices

Our entire line of Men's Suits, consisting of light and dark effects in the newest and most desirable
models, suits that look well and wear-welworth from $18.00 to $25 each. Special for this sale ....
l,

OC

(TQ
MJJOtl

N. M.

Las Vegas
'
L
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"What a Relief!"
Only the woman who has tried knows
what comfort and relief a New Perfection
Oil Cook-stov- e
brings into the kitchen.
It is not only that the New Perfection cooks so welL
It saves so much work in other ways. There are no
ashes to clean up before going to bed ; no fire to bank for
the night Everything is ready for cooking in the morning
.
at a touch of a match.
You are saved from an overheated kitchen; saved
from soot and dirt; saved from chopping wood and carrying coal. In the kitchen or the laundry, for the lightest or
the most elaborate meal you will find the New Perfection
stove with the New Perfection oven is, the best and most
convenient.

Mad

with 1.2 and 3 tnraen, with
bliM enameled
. turqiioiaa
HancUomelr finuhed throughout. Tat
2- - mud
can b bad with or
without cabinet lop, which it ithtd with
towel
thefoea,
racks, etc
drop
DealeneKnrwberai
or write for cW
circular to the Bearcat agfiocy
jriotive

bf

cbiim

itm

Oil Cook-stov-e

t

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
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CREWS OF YALE 1(11 AND QUEEN
PAYi

AND HARVARD

AREREADY!:
ANNUAL
PLACE

VARSITY
ON

RACE

THE

TAKES

THAMES

TOMORROW

With
at an
Wie 'Yale and Harvard crews
end,y
which will meet on the Thames
course tomorrow In the annual var
sity race are awaiting the event in
confidence. The big race will be preceded as usual by a contest between
the freshman crews of the two uni
versities.
Every train Is bringing its quota
of enthusiasts and many others are
arriving by automobile and by boat.
The influx tomorrow promises to be
in excess of anything ever known
at a New London regatta, and it is
predicted that the largest crowd that
ever witnessed a rowing event in
America will see the Crimson and
Blue struggle for honors. The old
town wears a holiday appearance,
the colors of the two universities being displayed conspicuously in the
'
principal streets.
The odds in favor of Harvard have
shrunk and it would be no surprise
If even money was offered tomorrow.
Harvard's eight admittedly has two
great factors In its favor; the men
are all in best possible condition, and
they are all veteran oarsmen who
have never known defeat by Yale.
On the other hand the Cornell victory of last month indicated that the
Harvard crew is hardly up to the
standard of some previous years.
The Yale crew started practice
with anything but a promising outlook for success.
But weeks of
steady, practice brought about marvelous improvement anl within the
past' two weeks the crew has come
on remarkably fast. Nearly all of
the critics agree that there will be
a real race on the Thames tomorrow
In spite of Yale's backward
season,
and that it may prove that the big,
powerful and veteran Harvard eight
has, been somewhat overrated.
JJew London, Conn., June 29.
w'eeks of gruelling practice

a

TO

HUNDREDS

a

visit

LONDON
OF

THEIR MAJESTIES
London, Juno 29, The laat, but by
no mopns the U&st interesting of
the series of elaborate pageants In
connection with the coronation, took
place today and was witnessed by
hundreds of thousands of spectators.
This was the visit of the King and
Queen to the City of London and
their official reception by the Lord
Mayor at the Guildhall, following the
attendance of their Majesties on the
special service of thanksgiving held
in St. Paul's Cathedral.
The visit to the city, which was In
pursuance of a custom that has attended the coronation of every British sovereign for ages, was accompanied by much picturesque and quaint
ceremony. In duty bound,, the royal
procession halted at the Temple Bar,
which marks the city boundary, while
the King awaited the necessary Permission to enter the city. Awaiting
his Majesty were the Lord Mayor and
the sheriffs, mounted on horses and
garbed In the plcturesques costumes
of their respective offices, also the
aldermen and the common councilors .of the city, whQ were in carriag-

AVIATION MEET AT DETROIT
29. Wiiat
Detrlot, Mich., June
promises to be the most notable aviation meet held in Michigan opened
at the State fair grounds today, to
continue over July 4. The partici
pants include Seymour, Barrier, Simon, Frisbe and several other aviators of international reputation.

at Every Price

ATHLETES TO COMPETE
Pittsburg, June 29. Many western athletes of prominence arrived In
the city today In readiness for the
national track and field championships of the A. A. U., which are to
take place on Forbes Field. The pre
limlnary events will be contested tomorrow and the finals will take place
Many of America's most
Saturday.
famous athletes are entered and In
some of the events champion will
conlpete against champion.
The
West is sending a formidable aggregation of star performers and it is
predicted they, will give the Eastern cracks a hard tussle for first
honors.

CO MI NO

!

-

E M E"3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED?
Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date
.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
La Vegas, New Mexico.

WINTER

their Majesties at

Temple Bar the Lord Mayor, having
dismounted, advanced to the King
and presented to him the pearl sword
given to the city by Queen Elizabeth. The King touched the aword
and returned it, and, this being done,
the Lord, Mayor remounted his horse;
and, carrying the city sword of state,
preceded the loyal procession to the
Guildhall, where formal greetings and
congratulations were exchanged between the newly crowned sovereigns
and the official representatives of the
City of London.
The crowds that witnessed the royal procession from Buckingham Palace to St. Paul's Cathedral and from
the Cathedral to the Guildhall' and
back to the Palace were fully as
forge as those that turned out for
the pagemants of coronation day and
the day following.
The route lay
SELIGMAN-KNOWLE- S
WEDDING
Pall
through
Mall,
Square,
Trafalgar
North Hatley, Que., June 29. The
The Strand, Fleet Street, Oxford
Miss
of
wedding
Josephine Knowles, Street
and other leading through-- ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
fares.
Knowles of Pensacola, Fla.,
and
Joseph L. Seligman, son of Isaac N.
Th
that has atSeligman, the New York financier, tended uniform
the use of Chamberlain's Colic.
took place today at "Massawippi Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
Lodge," the summer borne of the mide It a favorite everywhere. Tt can
slwavg he Appended upon.; For ssCtt
bride's parents.
by all druggists.
sut-ces- s

MACHINES

ISTABMSHED 1S6&

PAYMETS

THOUSANDS

TURN OUT TO DO HONOR, TO

es.
On the arrival of

TALKING
l:ASY

f

1

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
nature in its
work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
ailments. No remedy is so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely met.
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
child. Mother's T "TVI I E? iVg
Friend is sold at
IjLDlCu

Fr a VLt0Z
H

CO., Adorta, Ca.

WJ

A

TiW

l the Health
'ul New Mel- can Roches,
near La Vegae
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STAGE LEAVES EVERY HORNINO AT 8 O'CLOCK EXCEPT
SUNDAYS

Phonm Maln

ga

23E

GROSS, IELL
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5

GO.

(Incopofated),

WHOLESALE Q ROGERS
and Dealer In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS

rlVl

BRADFIELD REGULATOR

r

RESORT

inoulrm mt ROMERO MERCANTILE CO.,

pre-nat- al

Writffor our free FRIEND
book for expect- ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.

willn

and PELTS

RACINE VEHICLES--

v

SU

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N.M. Albuquerque, N. "m.,
Tucumcari, N. M
N.
Corona,

M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M
'
Trinidad, Colorado
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THEBASEBALL PEST
TWO

KINDS OF CRANKS
WHO
MAKE PLAYERS VERY

TIRED.
COBB

AND

DAHLEN

VICTIMS

MOTHER BATTLES WITH TWO

AN EQUATORIAL STAR FINDER

New Tork. Armed with a club, Mrs.
W. K. Miller of Brooklyn engaged In a

furious battle with two dogs to save
her son, who had been thrown to the
Crest Editor Change Hit Opinion ground and was being attacked by
Regarding the Present Brooklyn both animals. Mrs. Miller was assistManager Frank libell Slips Joke ed by one of her woman neighbors,
and the two were victorious in their
Over on Old Comrade.
struggle with the dogs. Young Miller
was severely bitten, but will recover.
By HUGH S. FULLERTON.
The affair occurred almost In front
' There ax two
types of baseball of the Miller home. Miller was Just
cranks that pester ball players espefrom a walk with the family
cially.
They are: the crank who returning
writes letters anonymously and tells bulldog when another dog dashed up.a
the two animals began
the players how bad they are and the Immediately
fierce fight. Although young Miller's
enthusiastic crank who butts in. Inwas having the best of the al
troduces himself, and proceeds to tell dog
bow Eood they are.
Ty Cobb, the Tiger star, met one of
the latter kind on a train this summer. "Worse than that, the fellow not
only was a baseball crank, but also
one of these "purity In sport" reformers. He beld for cleanliness for
'
sportsmanship, and Cobb was with
him. Then he tot to talking about
tricks turned by ball players to gain
advantages, and he decried them as
unsportsmanlike. Finally he said:
"Mr. Cobb, I am delighted to know
you. I hare read things that gave me
an Idea totally incorrect of you and
u a
your playing. I am glad to find
and a lover of clean Birt"
sportsman
'
"Thank you," muttered Cobb, a trifle
wearily.
"I shall explain to my friends,"
stated the fan. "I'm sure Mr. Cobb,
that as a southern gentleman, you
never took unfair advantage of an opponent, that you never bumped a
baseman intentionally or cut with
your spikes, did you."
"Well," said Cobb, hesitatingly,
"not any of my close personal
friends."
She Was Joined by Her Neighbor.
Billy "Bullhead" Dahlen, now the se tercation, he determined to stop the
nate and settled manager of the rap battle, fearing the other animal would
idly rising Brooklyn team, once had be killed. He seized the strange dog
something of the same sort of an ad and started to pull him away.
As the boy did so the struggle of
venture with a great editor. It hap
pened at that time I was working for the animal threw him to the ground,
the editor who, besides Being one of and both canines renewed their battle
the great newspaper geniuses of the over his body. They also bestowed
country, happened also to be a wild many bites on the prostrate youth In
baseball crank. One day Dahlen, who their rage.
was playing shortstop, had a bad day.
Attracted by the cries of the prone
He kicked and booted and threw wild lad, Mrs. Miller rushed from the house.
and did everything backward, and that She seized a club and belabored the
night the editor, who had seen the infuriated beasts. She was Joined by
game, summoned me and said, sharp- her neighbor, but it was almost five
ly: "Go after that fellow, Dahlen, minutes before the two women could
and drive blm out of town. He's a separate the combatants.
loafer and a drinker."
so
Tbtm wun't a chance to
I hunted Dahlen up and remarked that ALICE SMOKE; WHAT OF IT?
I was going to "pan the life out of
"him" and drive him off the team, ex- Much Ado In Soot
City Society Over
Whereplaining the circumstances.
Mrs. Longworth's Alleged
he
me
remarked
he
wished
that
upon
Love of Weed.
success and would help me. For two
weeks Dahlen was criticised at every
Pittsburg, Pa. Mrs. Alice Roosevelt
turn. Then we went east and on the
have caused a
train Dahlen and I slipped away from longworth'sdo"cigarettes
in society here. The
Anson's ever watchful eye and sought great "to
agitating Pittsburg's fair
the buffet car and liquid refreshment. questions
While we were thus engaged the ed- leaders of the local "400" are:
Does Mrs. Longworth smoke cigaritor entered the car, addressed me, in- ettes?
on
team
whether
Vas
the
the
quired
If she does, is there any harm In it
train and was introduced to Dahlen.
she doesn't do it In the street
provided
11
I left them at
o'clock, the editor and scare the horses?
The matter aroused a lively discus- ju-ru-

Boston. It Is always difficult for the
novice to locate a1 constellation or a
star by reference to a star map, this
being due largely to the fact that certain stars which are of but slightly
greater magnitude than others are
made much more prominent relatively
In the star map. The star map is merely a diagrammatical representation instead of an actual picture of the heavens. Another difficulty which besets
the amateur Is the fact that a star map
shows the spherical surface of the heavens on a plane surface, and conse- -

SNAKE MAKES NEST

II

I

Instrument by the Use of
COGS TO RESCUE HER SON Simple
Which the Amateur Can Locate
the Various Constellations.
AIDED BY NEIGHBORS, SHE ROUTS
ANIMALS WHICH ATTACKED
THE BOY.
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SOUTH

Undeniably Afford Better Conditions
Than the People Encounter?
Elsewhere

one-fift-

Richmond, Va. Bitten several times
by a small moccasin snake which
nested in her "rat" when she had laid
that creation beside her as she rested
In a hammock in her front yard in the
evening. Miss Mary Wood of the West
end Is reported to be In a serious condition, though she will recover from

g

.

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

War to the death should be declared upon the little
pest His
presence la a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man must kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. tf there is no dirt and filth there will
"
be no files.

)

Keep the flies away from the Milk.
Don't a'low flies in your house.
Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be
exposed to the swarms

of flies.

Don't let flies crawl over the baby's mouth and swarm upon the
nipple of its nursing bottle.
Clean up your premises inside and out and then see that others do
the same. Strike at the root of the evil. The
housefly breeds in horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
way that the house-flcannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and
every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There is more health In a well screened house than in many a doctors' visit
y

'.he village.

Equatorial Star Finder.
quently there is a great deal of distortion in the relative positions of the
stars. Amateurs who have had to contend with such conditions will appreciate the little device illustrated In the
accompanying engraving from the Scientific American whereby one Is able
without any previous knowledge of
astronomy to point to any of the constellations or principal stars. The device consists of two dials, one of
which is fixed and Is marked with the
days of the year. The other dial is
marked with the hours of the day, and
bears on its face the principal constellations. In use a slide marked "Today
is" Is set at the day of the month, and
then the movable dial Is turned until
the hour comes up to the same slide.
The arrow shown In the illustration is
carried by a sleeve on the rod on
which the dials are mounted, and is
also free to swing on an axis at right
angles to this rod. If it be desired to
find a certain constellation a pointer
connected with the arrow Is moved
over the dial until the slot In the pointer uncovers the name of the constellation that Is sought Each constellation
bears a number with the plus or minus
sign indicating north or south declination. This indicates that the arrow
must be swung on its axis until a pin
on the sleeve is brought into register
with the declination number on an arc
carried by the arrow. This done the
arrow points to that part of the
heavens in which the constellation lies.
The principle, of course, is the same
as that of the equatorial telescope.
CURIOUS

STATUE

OF

STONE

Brought Recently From Egypt and Is
Attracting Much Attention In a
Philadelphia Museum.
Philadelphia. A curious statue of
stone brought recently from Egypt by
the famous Egyptologist, Dr. David
Randall Maclvar, and placed on view
in the archaeological department of
the University of Pennsylvania in this
city, Is Just now receiving much at
tention in the Quaker City.
Apart from the historical value of
the rello, which is a representation of
Amenemhot, a scribe of the eighteenth
dynasty, and which probably was
hewn from solid rock about 1,600 years

But all Carolinians know, says the
South Atlantic Quarterly, that these
villagers are of the same stock as
they themselves, being composed as a
class of the less successful, to whom
better
the mills have offered
wages, with better labor and living
conditions, than they had oefore.
It Is undeniable that South Carolina
mill managements, owing to various
causes, come Into closer personal
touch with their Individual operatives
and feel more Interest in them as a
body than do eastern cotton manufacturers, and that South Carolina operatives have been benefited by coming
to the mills; that the separate cottages of southern mill villages, with
plenty of air and larger grounds, are
better than the city tenements generally used by such operatives In the
east, and that the village living condi
tions, as a rule, are steadily Improv
ing.
PLANS

FOR

A

MODEL

CITY

Directors
See
Many
Changes In the Future Trunk
Sewers Are Advocated.

Boston-191- 5

to develop the metropolitan
listrict has been outlined by tbe Bos
5
directors.
Changes suggested in the transportation problem point In every case
to metropolitan Improvements to be
obtained by uniform development
"Rapid transit and steam systems
should make a unified system of pasbetween all
senger transportation
parts of the district
"All freight lines should be con
nected with one another and with the
water front Freight yards should be
distributed to avoid long teaming
hauls,
"The system of radial thorough'
fares should be perfected. The cir
cumferential
thoroughfare
system
should be completed. All the main
thoroughfares of travel should be of
ample width.
"Trunk sewers are advocated. The
existing policy of reserving land and
sites for public buildings should be
continued and perfected, the commit
tee believes. Changes In building
and housing requirements are advo
cated, in the belief that "the inequali
ties at present existing discourage Investing capital and cause slum conditions In the lax localities." Boston
How

ton-191-

e

8tatue of Amenemhot.
before the birth of Christ, the status
has the charm of being the most per
feet piece of carving that has yet been
unearthed by explorers.
Dr. Maclvar's find Is not more than
two feet tall.
The figure itself is not remarkable.
It represents the scribe in a conven.
tlonal sitting posture, the outstretched
hands with their tapering fingers and
the stiff studied headdress seeming at
first glance to be the only distinctive
Egyptian features. The power and
fascination He all in the face, which
could only have been dreamed by a
master mind and carved by a master
hand.
It is a sphinx in a softened mood,
the old mysterious questioning softened for a moment into yearnings,
but wrapped as ever in the mystery
and aloofness that have kept the ages
at bay.

--

Dropped to the Floor and Wriggled

TURNED BACK

French legal time is at last to be
brought into conformity with the International time of Eastern Europe,
and is to correspond exactly to that
of London. For this purpose the
Paris clock will have to be put back
nine minutes, the difference between
Greenwich and Paris. When, by an
international
time
understanding,
cones with one hour's difference were
adopted for Eastern, Central and
Western Europe, with the meridian
of Greenwich as the starting point
France held aloof. It would have
come, of course, under the Eastern division, but it objected to adopting the
meridian of Greenwich for that of
Paris. The difference was only nine
minutes, which was another reason
for not making the change, as It
seemed a small matter. But in 1898
the chamber voted tbe adoption of
the hour In the international convention The ministers at the time disagreed on the subject, and the senate
left the matter in abeyance. A few
weeks ago the minister of public
works wrote to the commission of the
senate, of which M. do Freyclnet is
chairman, and informed him that the
ministers were now agreed. The commission at once met, and a favorable
report was drawn up, and has now
been submitted to the senate. The
exact difference between London and
Paris is 9 minutes 21 seconds, and the
change will be made as soon as the
senate has approved it by a vote.

',..

want
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Away.

erous bent and "bite the band that
fed It," though In this case the old
naylng Is not exactly suited to the sit
uation, as It was the girl's chaste and
marble brow into which his enakeshlp
aet its fangs.
store
The girl is a department
clerk, and on the day of tbe strange
occurrence she went to work as usual
behind the counter. Her head began
to itch and pain her In a short time,
and, taking another girl into her con'
fldence. Miss Wood went to the dress
ing room, where the hair was taken
down.
Several small red and swollea
splotches were discovered on her
scalp, but little thought was given to
them. Enduring the pain all day, the
time and
girl went home at closing-utold her mother of her discomfort
The hair was again taken down and
the scalp examined, and drops of blood
with more Incisions were discovered.
The mother then asked for the "rat"
upon which the young woman was ac
customed to do up her tresses, and,
taking It, began squeezing it in an
absent-mindeway. Wbat was her
horror to feel something wriggle in
side the fuzzy thing. Hastily tearing
it to pieces, the mother was surprised
moccasin dropped to
when a
the floor and wriggled away, after strl
king at her without effect several
times.
The girl fainted at sight of the rep
tile, and was carried to bed, where
she Is now under the care of a phy
siclan. She stated that the "rat" had
not been examined after lying in the
hammock in the evening, and it is
the supposition that the reptile got
Into It then.
All day long, while the girl was
waiting on the bargain seekers, the
little reptile kept itself hidden in the
"rat" And all day long
as its fancy dictated or its hunger
commanded, It sank its tiny fangs into
the girl's head, causing her intense
discomfort.
The snake was so young that Its
venomous quality had scarcely devel
oped, is the theory for the girl not
dying from the bites.

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
rest opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when-thewant it.
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Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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French Legal Time Is at Last Made
to Conform to That of Eastern
Europe.

1
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TIMES
MANY
IS BITTEN
WITHOUT KNOWING THE
CAUSE

one-thir- d

PARIS CLOCKS

nag-.fler-

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

"HAT"

In South Carolina 150,000 person,
or
of its white population
live In cotton mill villages, while in tbe venomous bites.
the counties of Greenville, Spartanburg
Disregarding all the rules of hos
of the popu a
and Anderson
the young snake, having
pitality,
vii
tion is in these villages, and the
Itself comfortably in the
lages continue to grow.
warm recesses, of the "rat" vas not
mill
Carollnr
South
villaga
The
content with that much luxury of
usually a separate community, son..? warmth and freedom from disturbtimes having a population of over 5,0
ance. It must needs follow its treach- inhabitants. It is entirely owned ai:
controlled by the mill, and its risi
dents have no village corporation o
any kind.
These villages are built by the mil.
managements for the simple reason
that their people could not otherwin
bo housed near a mill. They attrac
much more attention from Strang
thfin from southerners; for stranger.-seeinin them for the first time d.i
general poverty and other distress! u.
conditions of our people, Landicapp d
as they have been with legacies In 1:1
slavery and war, associate these w.th

Transcript

Z
Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth.
Ty Cobb In the Clutches of the Pest. sion
among Pittsburg clubwomen.
"I look upon a woman who smokes
ordering more beer and talking baseThe following cigarettes as I do one who bleaches
ball with Dahlen.
morning the editor stopped at my her hair with suspicion," was the
statement of Mrs. J. H. Armstrong.
berth.
"I was much mistaken in that young
Mrs. Minnie O. Roberts and Mrs.
aian. Dahlen," he remarked. "He Is George Kramer took leading parts in
a smart, intelligent and interesting the discussion, which was listened to
young man. I believe these stories by members of the Wlmodausis club
aoout his drinking have been exagger- of Pittsburg, the Sorosls club, the
ated. I fear we have been misled by Daughters of the American Revoluthe talk of cranks. I wish you would tion, the Daughters of 1812, the
Womwrite a story suggesting him as the Daughters of Pioneers, and-thlogical successor of Captain Anson as en's Southern society.
"The higher the position a woman
the manager of the team."
holds
the more womanly she should
caDahlen was, during his Chicago
Mrs. Roberts, and a
asserted
be,"
reer, a pestiferous player toward thes number of others said they thought
umpires, and one of the worst
Mrs. Longworth should not set such
In the business. He has grown an
example to the young women.
friendis
and
sedate and conservative
One dissenter, a member of the
but
ly to some of the umps nowadays,
Wlmodausis club, said: '
when young he gave til the umpires
"Any woman has a right to smoke
and Uncle Nick Toung more trouble cigarettes if she wants to, so long as
time.
his
since
than any player
she doesn't tread on anybody's toes."
One day, on the West side, Dahton
was
tho
approached Hank O'Day, who
Boy Is Healed by Prayer.
umpire, and remarked:
you in the
Kansas City, Mo. For more than a
"Say, Hank, If I run at
first Inning and call you a blank blank week Eugene Bell and his wife prayed
blank and step on your toes with my night and day that their boy, Paul,
glove Into your helpless with infantile paralysis, might
spikes and push my
be healed. Then, one morning the boy
face, what'll you do?"
"Do?" said Henry, getting roiled up. rose from the bed at seven o'clock and
faster
lot
off
the
walked to the breakfast table and ate.
"Do? I'll chase you
than you can run.' DaW". calmly He raised his arms almost as freely
as before the dread malady attacked
"All right,"
want to get
and the right leg, useless for
o hard feelings; I Just
blm,
I can get to Harlem ten days and nights, supported him
put out Quick. .0 bet down
the
on
nd moved as he willed It to do.
in time to get a
fourth race."
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decent to print goes into

PIGS

Bereaved Mother and Little Orphans
Said to Be Very Devoted to
Each Other.
Owensvllle, Ind. Reese Gentry, a
prominent farmer living near Mount
Vernon, bas a cow on his farm that
adopted a litter of pigs after her twin
calves were sold to a butcher. It happened that the piggies became motherless about the time the cow became
.
calfless.
- The
cow wandered
about the farm hunting something to
coddle when her eyes spied the squealing orphan pigs, and It was love at
sight. The old cow does the mother
act until it comes to grunting, and It
must be admitted that she is shy on
grief-stricke- n

that

SOME REASONS .WHY

0

UR progressive merchants

its columns.

advertise in

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

THE best asset a town

can have is a live

INTERESTING events are cnronicled
week.

six

COURAGE is a feature of Its editorial

art

The pigs do the calf stunt by standing on their hind legs and bracing
themselves against their foster mother
while taking their liquid nourishment
Paralyzed by a Tiny Pin.
Tamaqua, Pa. William Bechtel. a
prominent hotelkeeper of Nesque-honlng- ,
had his entire left side paralyzed in a peculiar manner. Lying on
a couch he was playing with his little
daughter, when the point of a pin
worn by the child penetrated his
breast near the heart, striking one of
the nerves leading to the brain.
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Scientific Management and Efficiency in

'Only

.

trouble' is,' nobody has' ti reah'that
high average of m!W.ira.feitf fp be
killed in any one of a variety of gain
. t
ful ways.

Feet So Soe
Couldn't Walk

"

.

Down Stairs- -

The United States Navy

,

19"

Cured Her Quick.

Popular Coral rJewejryJb

Cdrfil cameo Kings.
'
Coral Cameo Brooches.
Coral Beads.
Coral Cuff Links
Coral Scarf Pins

Coral Rings, i
Coral Brooches,

Ire that slay tdeas'was not restricted to one ship,
New York, June 23.
at SanUago when the Amerfcan, fleet but after each ship had developed her
SUICIHE AND TUB PItESS
destroyed the battleships of 5prtn,the method ot drill and training, the
Entered at the Postotnoe at Cut
nation has taken growing interest and officers ot all the ships, by frequent
Lai Vegas, New Mexico, for transmisAt a conference of the American
pride in its new navy. "At the close conferences and by studying methods
sion through the United State Malls
Academy of Medicine at Los Angeles
the fleet,
us second class matter.
throughout
cf the Spanish war," writes Lieuten- of practice
a committee appointed to' inquire into
B. Tardy, U. crystallized all that was good into the
JEWELER and Optician
Walter
Commander
ant
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
cuuses of suicide recommended that
drill
S. N., in the current issue of the En- f.rst experimental, approximate
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ment Is the familiar one of the effect
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navy. It 'had been successful, and put on a competitive basis. The result
..$T.60 cf suggestion upon weak minds. '
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thus efficiency was taken for granted. to be achieved was definitely 'stated:
The argument affects other things
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what Lieutenant Commander Tardy as to his mental and physical fitness. smelly feet, corns callouses or bun
p.owever, Is dependent not upon the embodies In his
paper on scientific If the man gave promise of being able ions, read what happened to Mrs.
(Cash In Advance for Mail
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Transcript.
gineering count equally with gunnery
New Official Why should I give
verse, he reminds us, are those with
r,
in determining the final ship efficien from the results of elementary prac- you a Jodi You worked for my op
Anthracite Coal, all sizes Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
which we are most familiar time, for
tice what results to expect under
old Grubbs pursuing. an honest cy. Celerity In coaling, and
economy
ponent
Instance, and our own bodies. What
'
enow?"
in the stoke hold and engine room. favorable conditions from individual
what
That's
PhonmM"n 21
Applicant Sure.
could be more thrilling, he asks, than
Foot QlMmln
Jm
"Yes, bul he hasn't calight up with when translated into action mean that firing, It became necessary to train
queered him. Puck.
time?' "It Is the inexplicable raw ma it:
a given ship, run to the full of her for battle efficiency. To this end, both
yet." Baltimore American.
terial of evrything. With It, all Is
capacity, Is able to steam just so much turret guns were fired at the same
ios8ible; without it, nothing. The supDaniel entered the lion's den. . ..
were
farther, to attain just So much wider Instant; then methofla of. control
. .
,
ply of time is truly a dally miracle, an
.11
narfAnAil ouu
nnja mi
"Not that I care for "the circus my- - a cruising radius, to clear from
or
suns
oattie
range
port
affair genuinely astonishing when one
self," he explained; it'sfjusf fd'teke In a hurry Just so much quicker; to on the ship were fired in salvo (or
examines it. Yon wake up In the
f
all, at once). This perfected the use
Johnny." Harper's BaWMurr.riw
show Just so much mnr
in
irorning, and lo! your purse Is
desperate pinch, than the same shin of a ship as a unit. The final step
glcally filled with, 24 hours of the
"Did you tell ole Jos as
was a or her sister when Blackly officered. vas to control a division so that sll
manufactured tissue of the universe bloomln'.
'
!is-'Aliar?"
CountingO neinAM-.M.n. --VTLH
rii. (he guns of four ships could be useJ
;"
I" til
vviuutijf
of your life. It is the most precious
as a unit."
"Xo, I thought he kaewtPunch. gunnery In determining the final
(,
per- -'
of possessions.
No one can take it
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to
since
any
work
ship
as
from
Just
wonderful,
away
you."
"Do you realize that the ice water
Tramp Mister, would ou; give W her guns on the enemy her engines
i
ir a different way, are the body and
tank
you have just drunk from may
nicKie ior a mear: ;
must
;..
first carry her into and keen her
btain. It has never struck you that
do
Pedestrian For a glass of beer, in range the navy set it.sAlf ithia
swarming with microbes." asked
Oh, blind! more man
you posses a machine!
t
JiKeiy.
In ih niM fnr the fussy health faddist, just as we
as
embodied
standard,
Oh, dull! It has never struck you
had finished refreshing ourself.
Wotever you say, boss; Pa(MG Prar.Moo inn an
that yon have at hand a machine youTramp
re paying for it. Boston.'. Tran- - Lieutenant Tardv: "Th
res, i do, we answered, defiant
nt
wonderful beyond all mechanisms in
script.
the battle efficiency of any vessel Is ly. We mopped our presplring faces
sheds, Intricate, delicately adjustable,
ner aDllity to deliver the erea.tent as we spoke and attempted to pull
j
of astounding and miraculous posslbl- Tommy Pop, one o' the felfers number of hits in the shortest nosai- - our wilted collar together In front,
That
ities. Interminably Interesting!
Vf" 1 f
says I look like you.
ble time after the enemy In steMo.i for dignity's sake. '
machine is yourself!
"And aren't you afraid of those
And what did you ar.d with the least
Tommy's
Pop
expenditure of
Considering that we nave to spend
microbes -- In the Ice water "
say?
coal."
the whole of our lives in this human
Tommy-G- ee!
I couldn't say apy- In this direction let us see what has . "No slrv we are jealous of them."
machine, considering that it is our
Clleveland Plain Dealer.
He's a good bit bigger than heen done. "Th Tth9 xito. rm.
thing.
sole means of contact and compromme. Philadelphia Record.
wander
"was
one
of
Tardy,
the
ise with, the rest of tne, world, it
American ships in the battle of San- - . "How effusively sweet that Mrs.
might be well, Mr. Bennet things, if we
"Mrs. Peary had a hard time with tiago. Le.ys than three
said
per cent of all Blondey is to you, Jonsey,"
devoted more attention to it.
"My the Custom-housofficers on her re- tne shello fired in this battle by the Whiterell. "What's up? Any tender
aim," he says, "is to direct a man't at- turn
from Europe."
i American fleet hit the enemy. There little romance there?"
tention to himself as a whole, consid
i
"In what way?"
indeed why,, that woman
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!s no record that a single twelve Inil
eied as a machine, complex and cap
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shell
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effect.
I!ie
able of quite extraordinary efficiency
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her new English prayer book." Har- cently the New Hampshire used the
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how
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than
only 'one seavith satisfaction not only to himself
niiiges of fro.i 50,000 to 11,600 rar.ls old she Is we were both born on
but to the people he meets en route,
but
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many seaA young lieutenant
from a New inl landed nln'e salvoes oa the lex the same day," said Jonsey, "and
and the people who are overtaking
sons.
York regiment surveyed the Texas as whenever she wished.
she's afraid 111 tell somebody."
him and whom he is overtaking. My
scenery gloomily and reflected, upon
Harper's
Weekly.
And you don't have to go to crowded
"Recently the Michigan, an all big
aim is to show that only an inapprehis great dstance from the lights of gun
22
made
twelve
Inch hits
ship,
theatres or go out in bad weather. You
ciable fraction of our ordered and susThe smoke ''from' the at ranges of 10,000
Broadway.
tained efforts is given to the business
yards while steamcan stay right at home and enjoy in perfect
smelter and the swirling sand from
ing at fifteen knots, the target being
r.f actual living, as distinguished from
comfort whatever kind of entertainment you
,
the
hills had spoiled the only 60 feet
long by 30 feet high.; She.
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to was smooth at the battle of Santialgflfj"
desirwk iij oJ '
Although the number of victims of
'inese and other similar results
aviation increased rapidly fromtl393
to 1910 and' promises to still larger
recently induced tbe secretary of the
navy to say in an address delivered
this year, Lieutenant-Colone- l
Bout
Booth Tarkinton was talking kin In before the New York Economic club:
tieaux of the French army, fortified
I
"Scientific management experts who
by statistics, argues that the risks are dianapolis about the stage.
"There were' two" actresses in-- , an saw the recent battle practice tell me
exaggerated. If the number of acci
dents was doubled last year, the num early play of mine,"; he : said, r&oth that, the battleship is the finest ex- ;
ber of machines constructed was five very beautiful; but vthe leading act niDition or scientific management they,
times as great as la 1909. TJp to De ress was thin. She quarreled one day hav ever seen."
cember 31, 1910, 500,000 kilometres at rehearsal with the other ladi, andj .Lieutenant Tardy tells how thi ei
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though thirty-tw- o
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After
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Hotel
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state commerce commlssloni tha nun long 'slim figure 'but you'd loot bet- - tentatively a drill they came together,
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some itamage. In addition to
the physical danger probable, an ex- A
plosion of this kind would be expensive, or better stated, you would not
j
get your full money's worth.
Don't try using your hand for a gun
Dr. J. L. Flint of Wairous is visiting
barrel and don't hold any kind of firein Las Vegas.
)
crackers in It It is exceedingly dan-- f
:
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short visit.
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the man who knows how
to explode.
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air
was
here today on business for the
RdCK ''ISLAND TO , BUILD LINE
and whythe man on
The plnwheel is a simple little device "FROM
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Santa Fe.
whom everything depends.
SANTA ROSA TO SOUTHthat Js dangerous If you get too close
Dr. and Mrs. T. P. Martin have re
Our responsibility is never
HEREWITH GIVEN, WILL AID
EASTERN UTAH
to it. When you light it. Just Imagine
lost sight of for a moment
turned to their home in Taos after a
IN CELEBRATION
a
cannon
were
cracker,
lighting
you
in prescription filling. Every
visit (a'Las Vegas.
In railway circles it is common talk
and act according to directions in the
Ben Williams, Santa Fe secret sen
our
prescription
leaving
a corps of engineers for the Rock
A Fourth of July "don't" is more
that
cafe ofj a cannon cracker.
store Is faultless from any
vice man, was here today from his
Island railroad has begun surveys for
and impressive after ' the
expressive
a
set
off
to
When
you get ready
standpoint that you may
headquarters in Albuquerque.
the entrance of that road into Utah.
Fourth ' than it is before. There is
take. You may feel safe
Mrs, Pat Nolan left this afternoon more time for more people to think Ttornan candle, find out which way the it is understood that the route will
sucn
a
Till
and sure if we
wind Is blowing., Then take
your
for San Diego, Calif., where she will
about it after than before the glori- position that the spark will fly run from Santa Rosa, N. M., across
prescription.
visit her' son) ' Carl Nolan, for a few
section of Utah,
ous day. Often there Is more reason away from you. Don't stop whirling tLe southeastern
weeks.
worm oi
The
Rock
Island
tne
has
too.
acquired about
Unfortunately
and
are
until
candle
sure,
the
you
Rev. father Persone of' Trinidad,
'been here visiting the Jesuit some "don t nas oeen Drougm nome then double sure, that the balls have 200,000 acres in the oU fields of the
had
who
WINTERS DRUG CO.
in a fall
.
been shot out., And In order to San Juan district in Utah. The new
fathers, left - yesterday for Albu- to' some member of the family
cannot forget, try make sure don't you look into the road ig to be built for the purpose of
he
that
.
way
querque.
Phone Main 3
left last though he may. But the neighbor, candle. A tardy ball may come out reaching these oil fields.
Mrs. Maude Stoner-Rhore- r
All this means that Las Vegas prob
she two doors away, may have to have all of a sudden and give you a surwhere
night for Douglas, Ariz.,
ably is to have a new railroad. It is
will spend some time as the guest the same sort of an object lesson prise party.
believed the survey will run through
taught his family this year.
of h,er sister.
Having sounded some warnings for
Business records show that the tne sake of life and limb and health this city and open territory not reachDon' Bugenio Romero returned last
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
night from Estancia where he had fireworks Industry has fallen away it is only proper to put in a word or ed by the Santa Fe. The survey, it is
been for some time looking after down this year on account of the two for property. Be careful where thought, will run through Mora counbusiness Interests.
agitation that has been conducted you set off your rockets and candles ty, opening up that rich domain for
trade. Taos. Rio Arriba and San Juan
John W. Roach of Chicago, who against the Insane celebration, of the cud firecrackers. Go to a
John Drew"s play for next season
place out in
in southwestern birthday of Uncle Sam. However, the open to give your exhibit and counties will be on the route as the
deals extensively
is called "A Bingle Man."
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line cut through as much new terriwill be burned up in noise and pret- place of that kind,
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tory
Castle.
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per location by that time.
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R.OUND TRIP,

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

COLORADO POINTS

n7 ' H'Tf
St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
Chicago,

St. Paul, Hinn., $46.30
111.,

$46.30

Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,
In either direction,
are first class and good for stop-ovefinal limit October 31, 1911
rs

D. L. BATCHELOR,

:

FGDlft

Agent.

SAME

homes on
One of the newest prettiest, most modern
thThill. Three full lots, cement sidewalks in front and in
the yard.
five-roo-

Price $2,500

Part Cash, Balance on Time

n

Let us show you.

v

The Investment and Agency Corporation
REAL ESTATE

FIRE INSURANCE

LOANS

,

real-for-su- re

GLOME

Notice to Subscribers
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent, to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
"
often as desired. ' Subscribers should give the old address
sent to a new location.
,, when, asking to'Jiave the paper
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Fourth of July Celebration

1

Bos-phor-
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r"7

CGanta Fc,
Base Ball

Races

-

iw.

7.

Other Games

BAND CONCERTS
Parade of Boy Scouts, Firemen, Automobiles, and various
Gvic and Military Organizations.
Tickets on sale July 2,

3

and 4; good returning until July 5, 1911

Pare for the Round Trip $3.35

Frank Reyell,

'

D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent.

1

San MiguelNational Bank
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J. M.
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CUNNINQHAM,

PRANK SPRINQER, yictPraMdeaV
D. T. HOSKINS, Cathler
a
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A SURE SIGN

of future prosperity is shown when you begin to save
your money.

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
e
urges you to start on the road to prosperity
as modestly as you please. The start itself, not the
size ot it, is the principal fthing. Once commenced, the
habitof putting by a little will grow. When that rainy
day Comes you'll be mighty glad you acquired it.
to-da- y.

LflS VEGfiS SAVl'IGS

Com-enc-

BAIIIC
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Notice is hereby given to whom it SOCIETY MEETS REAL NEED THE
LOBBY
concern
may
that the following de1
scribed
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
animal was taken up by Plenty of Opportunities for Active
Klddo, Feline Mascot of the Airship a. a. estrayE.
M.
Laa
N.
bena,
Vegas,
HowIn
Work
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Every Town,
America, Is Celebrated by Walter
One blue roaa horse.
ever 8mall.
Wellman In His Story.
Branded
On right hip
From the notoriety rlewpoint "KldEvery community now without one
should organize a civic Improvement
do," the cat mascot of the airship
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Branded
America during the recent sensational
society at this time, for during the
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1,000-mfl- e
winter the most active and effective
Milroyage over the Atlantic
Malbouef, the Armstrong-Turne- r
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New
Las
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Vegas
2, A. F. A brothers always welcome to the
Branded
linery Company,
deed at all times, It is best not to
that dauntless crew. In writing the
Town Company, the Unknown heirs of
On
M.
A.
left hip
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem;
Regular comcumber the organization with many
history of that voyage In Hampton's
Reyes Gonzales, and all unknown Magazine Walter Wellman has this to
Said animal being unknown to una rules, else the restrictions will be
David Flint chief of records and
munication first and
claimants of interests in the prem- - say about how the cat happened to loard, unless claimed by owner on or so many and so hard to live up to
In each
third
of wampum.
collector
Thursday
Res adverse to the 'plaintiff,
(said be put aboard and how it nearly lost before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 that many members become discourmonth. Visiting broth,
fame:
Uaye after last appearance of this ad
aged at the start But one rule Is
era cordially Invited. B. P O. ELKS Meets second and
premises being the land and real es- all of Its
"Just then attention was directed to vertisement, said estray will be sola really needed, and that Is every memtate described in the complaint
W. M.; Chas. H.
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H.
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to
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to
of
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devote
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toe
time perbenefit of tbe
agrees
that
ItjtU lor
owner
beo.hen
found.
be the real hero of the voyage
sonally to the work of the society, Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
Defendants. cause real heroes are never
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
either in gathering funds, superintendare cordially Invited. O.
Brothers
Albuquerque, N. M.
work or other active committee LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
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therefore
and
generous
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Tues-da-y
conclave second
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The young gray
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In each month at Mathat a suit to quiet title has been cat, taken on board half In jest as a Notice Is hereby given to whom it his own premises to note some surD.
E.
O.
F.
TuesMeets first and third
commence! against you in the District mascot, was howling pitifully amidst may concern that the
rounding spot tbat merits more or sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
following de- less
attention In order to elevate the Boucher, S. C; Chat. Tamme,
each month, at Frain and for the County of San these strange surroundings. Chief En scribed estray animal was taken
day
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Court,
up by
'
Optic's Number, Main 2.
general tone of the neighborhood.
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Miguel, in the Territory of New Mex gineer Vaniman, afraid of having his Victor Perez, Enclno, N. M.
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CHAPTER NO. "3,
therreof, by the plaintiff, Louis C. Il mon,
Our best communities, those LAS
B. F. McUuire, President; E. C
vowed It was bad luck or 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs., one?
'
sailorlike,
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ROYAL. ARCH MASONS Regular
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The Doard of Trustees of the town
of Las Vegas, administrating the Las
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tFoley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, ironaaie, Aia was
bothered with kidne trouble for manyyears. "I was persuaded to try Follev Kidney Remedy, and before tatt
ing It three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back.
tny kidney action cleared np, and I
rn so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Rem
edy." O. O. Scahefer and Red Cross
,
Drug Co.

......

Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. June !9, last pub. July 11, 11

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND,
A

Lftdleal Ante J nr itinsariiit for x
llanonJTlradyV
l'llia la K4 nd Hold nieutllcV
boxes, sealed w: ith Blua Ribbop.
no ather. Uuw or voiBP
laka
S
DrafcTtTlnt. Ask forCII M IIKS-TP- B
HAMO.'VU I1KANU flXLH. for
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD 2Y DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

V

First Lady How very happy th
bridegroom looks! Really it Is pleasant to see a young man looking so
joyful.
Whoonlne court Is not dangerous
Second Lady Hush! That's not
the oongh 1 keot loose and
when
the bridegroom; that's a gentlemas expectoration
easy br glvlns-- Chamthe bride Jilted six months ago.
berlain's Couffh Remedy. Tt has been
used In manr enldemlcs of this disease with nerfect success. For sale
by all druggists.
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Believing in the future of this City and New Mexico, The Optic
Occupies the Front Scat in the Van of Progress. What
helps Las Vegas will in turn help the Optic to Grow
and Prosper as a Newspaper

And Keep Abreast of the Times

Delivered to Your Door Every Evening in the Week
Except Sunday For 15 Cent
By Slflaii $6.00 a Year, Payable in Advance
,

this Being a Special Rate for

Wail Subscribers Only.
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LOCAL NEWS
Always get the best at Noleues
barber shop.
Old

on Seasonable Hardware

sold over the bar at

Crow

Special sale on pure silk half hose,
28c, at Talchert's, 610 Dougtaa jayj&cr
Try a dram of Old Taylor bditiirti
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar-

Ice Boxes

;,!..-,

"'

SXUDWIG
'

rels on the bar.

WMi

3 Pounds for 25 Cents

101 DEGREES IN IOWA.
Slour
City, la., June 29. All heat
The Harmony club will meet tomor
records
for
the season were smashed
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
when
the temperature reached
today"
Mrs. Emery Bailey on Grand avenue.

AT

101. i

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
..

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

,

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
PDIA? IS IN GERMANY.
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
Frankfort-on-the-MalGermany,
finest draught beers served over any
June 29. General Porfirio Diaz, forbar In the city-- -:
mer president of Mexico, arrived here
to Weisbadenr,
Miss Rosaura Lopez, who has been today. He is on hia way
rest cure.
take
will
he
the
where
some
Graaf
time by the
employed for
Dry Goods company, is now working
NOTED LAWYER DEAD
for Hoffman and Graubarth.
Crawford, Neb., June 29. Ralph
Fried pork sausage, tenderloin Talbot, for many years a prominent
steak, pork chops and ice cream will attorney of Denver, died at Fort Robe features of the supper at the binson today of softening of the brain,
White Kitcshen tonight 25 cents.
aged 61 years. His body will be
taken to Denver by his son, LieutenNew line of American Beauty cor- ant Ralph Talbot, Jr., of the Twelfth
sets, $1 and up. We will give abso- Cavalry.
lutely free, with each corset, a handsome art panel of the American
LAST SESSION OF GRANT BOARD
rose. Hoffman & Graubarth.
The board of trustees of the Las
Vegas land grant this morning began
A party of five men with teams a two
days' session which will be the
and wagons passed though Las Ve- last for that
body as it is exists at
gas this morning on their way from present. This is the second session
Santa Rosa to the country in the vic- the board has held this
month, but
inity of Taos where they will cut as a great amount of business retimber.
mained to be transacted before the
fiva.1 adjournment was taken, the ex
The Cheyenne Indians evened mattra session was deemed necessary.
ters with the Raton Grays in an
The greater part of today was spent
ning
game at the Gate City Tues- in
hearing and allowing claims. Sim
day afternoon, winning by the score ilar work will be done tomorrow.
Judge
of 12 to 11. The game was a blngle-fes- t
Clarence J. Roberts has not yet anfrom start to finish. Tomorrow
names of the appointees
Trinidad and Raton will begin a series nounced the
tc
on
the board. He probably
places
of games at Raton.
will do so in the immediate future
A Las Vegas man whose wife com so that the new board may meet no.
plained to him that several of her the regular date, the first Monday in
lady friends said that he passed July, which is Monday of next week,
them on the street without speak- and organize for business. The meowwas presided over by
ing to them says, that he no sooner ing this morning
Don Eugenio Romero.
the
- to
president,
In
a
woman
one
gets
recognize
dress and hat than she changes her All the members were present.
costume and he doesn't know her.
eleven-in-

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

ILFELD

Justice John C. Sherman of
a paper on
"The Lawyer as a Patriot" and F.
F. Dawley of Cedar Rapids delivered
a brief address.
Reports of officers
and standing committees occupied
the remainder of the forenoon.' The
feature of the afternoon session was
the address of the president, J. L.
Governor
Carney of Marshalltown.
John Burke of North Dakota heads
the list of speakers secured for the
convention banquet. The other speakers Include Judge Walter I. Smith
of Council Bluffs and James C. Davis of Des Moines. The convention will
conclude tomorrow with the election
of officers.
visitors.

Mason City presented

'

& Power Co.
Las Vegas Phone
Light
Main 206

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amony al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, nd musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
the finders of .the
possible sorts of things, they have come to be
'
.
best markets!
v
t

Practically all the glass in the
greenhouses of Perry Onion and Son
that escaped the hail storm of the
latter part of May was destroyed
storm.
during Tuesday afternoon's
The first storm made a clean sweep
on one side of the buildings and the
second was considerate enough, to
swipe the other side. All the damage was confined to tie older houses,
the new structure being equipped
with hail proof glass. The gardens
surrounding the green houses were
badly damaged. The Onions lost all
their cabbage plants and their carnations were badly damaged.
On The
2

We Want Everyone to Knov

--

t.'30th Season.

:

---

'

N

'

Best people, only,
Carriage! out Wed.
Fare, $1. Rates, 12
Leave orders

Apricots
75c per Basket

l II.

patronize Harvey's.
and Saturday.
a day; $10 a week.
at Murphey's.

GO.

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

5

JL

,

GRAAF & IIAYVARD

700 New Ivy Green Cut Flower
Boxes Just Received.

"Is she a help to her mother?"
asked one woman.
"Yes, indeed," replied the other.
"She has taught her to say 'culinary
aiit' 'instead of cooking.' Washlne- ton Star.

$2.75
$2.00
$1.75
$1.50
$1.00
.75

2.05

for
for
for
for
for
for

Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws
Straws

1.50
1.30
1.13

"...

75c
56c

These Hats Are All New and of (he Latest
? .Weaves and Styles.

GREENBERGER
Square Deal
A

New York Husband But, my love,
It would cost us $5,000 a year to keep
a machine.
New York Wife I know John, but

think of the money we'd save in car
fare! Life.

BEDS

BRASS

ARE

COOL
They are the ideal summer
Bed because they let the
air through all around.

'

They

No. 130 Brass Bed only

are easily kept clean

and absolutely sanitary.
Prices were hever so low
on Brass, beds," and your
credit is good.

$1350

SEE OUR LINE.

& SON

J. C. JOHNSEN
'

"Complete Furnishers of The Home"

FOR 30 DAYS

'

highest mountain peak ia the state,
Blue Knob.
The Dog's

Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack

Bath.

dogs need grooming as

Short-coate- d

well as the.
varieties. To
keep them m good condition they
should be well brushed every mornlong-haire- d

Every Sack Guaranteed

ing.

Opinions differ as to the washing of
terriers, many people saying they
should not be washed frequently, bran
or sawdust being rubbed well .Into
their coats to cleanse them; but personal experience with fox terriers
proves that thoroughly washing them
with good soap and warm water and
a disinfectant once a week will keep
them sweet and clean, and absolutely
free from Ileas and vermin of any
description (of course, provided that
bedding, etc., receive proper attention). The dog. must be well dried
and brushed and soap thoroughly
rinsed off, especially from the ears, or
it may cause canker of the ear, which
is a common complaint, and may often
be relieved by shaking a large plncl.
of boraclc acid powder into the ear
three times a week.

neat box furnished J free with every cut
flower order amounting t $1.00 or more. '

Fine Mink Fur for Prize Dog.
It isn't every dog that can boast 0.'
false hair and wear two sets of fur
brazenly, Just as though it didn't care
.who knew that one of them was not
Its own hair. But even the grammar
will grudgingly admit that there are
'
exceptions to all rules. This time the
is
Osage Lady Jane, owned,
exception
controlled and fed by J. P. Lane.
The coat with which Lady Jane will
be stepping about In In a few days is
made of mink and will cost $250. The
coat is striped with dark uid light
mink and has 14 dangling taUs. Con
sidering the past records of Lady Jane
Mr. Lane doesn't think be is doing too
much for the dog.
"She wins In about every show
have exhibited her," Lane said. "She'll
be a dazzler in that outfit. It s a
shame to hide her natural color and
charms wit) even mink skins, but you
know thef wind tb
days Is cutting.

A

Perry Onion

Storm Phone Main 462

Panamas for. ... .$6.00
Panamas for.'.... 5.25
Panamas for....'. .4.50
Panamas for!.... 3.75
Straws for......... 2.25

$8.00
$7.00
$6.00
$5.00
$3.00

Las Vegas
i

J

'i

Roller Mills

!r

Pliope Main 131

,

-

saaaie nurros ror riding, no cnarge.

w

and

HARVEY'8
Mountain, Now Open

Cool, beautiful restful resort.
Clean, comfortable, accommodations.
Appetizing, wholesome': bpuriHful table.

hi

the merits of our line of Bread, Cakes, .Cookies etc., of which
''H "" "
'"'
have the best In Las Vegas, yix v
.'
,
All
kinds
of
Home Made Bread
'
Layer Cakea
Pan Bread
Sunshine Cakes
Vienna Bread
'
Cream Bread
Ginger Cakea
'
Angel Food Cakes
Butter Cream Bread
Wine Cakes
Whole Wheat Bread
Loaf Cakes
Bread
Rye
'
Raisin Cakes
Mohn Seed. Bread
Cookies i , Rolls
Macaroons
Doughnuts "
Vanilla Wafers
Fried Cakes
Kisses

"

Peaches
Cherries

AH

"non-wn?e?-

;

ANT Ads
Are Best

.").

i

.

Do not miss (his chance to get an Electric Iron
w
30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

1

Men's,
Boy's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all
the late Blocks

"Oh, for a lodge in some vast wilderness," sighed the man who quotes
poetry.
"What's the use of talking
"
rejoined tie matter
friend. - "If you had a lodge In a
wilderness," It wouldn't be two weeks
before you were clamoring for a
railroad and a realestate boom.
Washington Star.

A Deep Pennsylvania Shaft.
The deepest shaft in the, bituminous
ceal field In Pennsylvania, acordlng to
the report of Col. Henry Or Demming,
consulting geologist, mineralogist and
chemist, Is operated by the Maryland
IOWA BAR ASSOCIATION
Coal compnay at St. Michael, about
an29.
The
Oskaloosa, la., June
(
miles south
two and one-hanual meeting of the Iowa State Bar South Fork, on' the Dunlo branch of
A&sociation was opened here today the Pennsylvania railroad.
At the Maryland company's opera
with an attendance of several hundred members, representing the pick tion the hoist shaft is 697 feet deep
aad the air shaft Is 671 feet Wvlthin
and flower of the , legal . profession ten miles east, of this point Is the

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greenclay of
Las Vegas occupy prominent places
in a photograph of the delegates to
the lVNai B'Rith convention now In
progress In Denver. The picture appeared in the Tuesday edition of the
Denver Post. It is no exaggeration from every, section of the state. The
to say that Mr. Greenclay is the hand- initial session this morning was
opened with an invocation by Rev.
somest man In the picture.
Alexander McFerran, followed with
Rev. J. S. Moore of St. Paul's Me an address of welcome by
John F. "Lacey. C. A. Carmorial Episcopal church yesterday of
ficiated at the wedding of Miss Helen penter of Columbus Junction respon
Oompton and Grover Cleveland Hen ded to the greeting in behalf of the
ley, which was solemnized at the rec
tory. Mr. and Mrs. Henley have gone
to Harvey's mountain resort to spend
their honeymoon. Both are employes
at the New Mexico hospital for tho
Insane.

r

25 Per Cent Discount on

BRIDGE STREET

Positively no camping, fishing
hunting allowed on our ranch.
W. and P. J. Wmer.

...".;SL"1;

SALE

PHONE MAIN 379

THE FIRST OF TMS SEASON'S CROP

Sixth Street

Ice Cream Frotzora
Lawn Mowers, elo

Screen Doors

Long's Buffet.

Straw

'

&

Son
276

Raroh Phono Main

We Launder Your

Now is the Time

Negligee Shirts

For

In a way that makes themjook
much better than 1b possible
when they are sent to a washerwoman, or done at home.
You will find that we make
them" cleaner and whiter. . Jf
colored, we wapii them thoroughly, but so carefully that the
f
bright' .
We starch the charts just
right, so the bosoms stay In
place and the neckbands hold

your collars properly. And we
launder the 'cuffs so they look as
nice as your collar.
Good 'dressing demands- - that
your negligee shirt be sent us,
V
with your other linen.
r

Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
nr-ch'- s

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

10 o'clock

ICE

I

EA

have the Price

We

and Quality
Oriental

Blend.

Fancy Ceylon Blend
Fancy Japan Blend
Special

Blend......

C D.

.

$1.00
.75
50
35

BOUCHER

The Colfee Man

V,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

41

V...

Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report.'1
,

